
1st dam

2nd dam
CRAFSTY WAC, by Patton. 16 wins, 4 to 9, $162,122. Dam of 1 foal to race--
SHANON NICOLE (f. by Majestic Warrior). Black type winner, see above.

3rd dam
CRAFSTY QUESTION, by Crafty Prospector. Winner at 3, $7,643. Dam of 9 foals to race, 6 winners, including--
Clandestina. 21 wins, 2 to 5, $110,322, 3rd Clasico Constitucion S.

4th dam
I’m Tickled Pink, by Sportin’ Life. 2 wins at 2, $54,516, 3rd Busanda S. [L] (AQU, $8,376), Half-sister to IS YOUR PLEASURE (6 wins, $358,074, Jerome H.-G1, etc., sire). Dam of 10 foals to race, 8 winners, including--
MAMANGABA, 5 wins at 3 and 4 in Brazil, Grande Premio Diana, 2nd II Grande Premio Diana-Final Sports.

La Itabanera. 4 wins at 3 and 4, 60,423 reals in Brazil, 2nd Grande Pre- II mio Marciano de Aguiar Moreira [G2]. Total: $30,616. Producer.
Plancha Alley. 7 wins, 2 to 6 in Uruguay.
Red Rockin’ Blues. 3 wins at 3 and 4, $22,837.
Jon’s Kimberly. Unplaced. Dam of 7 foals to race, 6 winners--
Hallie Brooks. 6 wins at 3 and 4, $230,795.
Place Kicker. 6 wins, 3 to 5, $138,776. Producer.
Soldier in Action. 2 wins at 5, $32,840.
Its a School Night. 3 wins, 4 to 6, $26,663.
I’ve Got the Bling. Winner at 3, $22,903.